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Archival Preservation and the Preservation of Archival Value
Ala Rekrut
Manager, Preservation Services, Archives of Manitoba, 130–200 Vaughan Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 1T5, Canada;
Ala.Rekrut@gov.mb.ca
This paper briefly considers the evolving conceptions of Archival Value, Records and Preservation as discussed in archival literature
and their connections to materiality in archival records. Archival preservation theory has not developed in conjunction with appraisal
theory, so many routine archival practices appear to ignore the relationship between materiality and archival value, and may even
obstruct, diminish or destroy the characteristics meant to define archival value today. Conservators working in archives can draw on
their professional knowledge to help make connections between the significant characteristics shared by both analogue and digital
records, and to work with archivists to preserve these characteristics for the future.
Cet article examine l’évolution des changements des concepts de Valeur Archivistique, Documents d’Archives et Conservation tels
que discutés dans la littérature, ainsi que leurs liens avec la matérialité des documents d’archives. La théorie de la conservation des
documents d’archives ne s’est pas développée au même rythme que la théorie d’évaluation, si bien que les pratiques archivistiques
courantes semblent ignorer la relation entre la matérialité et la valeur archivistique et peut même empêcher, diminuer ou détruire les
caractéristiques destinées à définir leur valeur archivistique. Les restaurateurs travaillant dans le domaine des archives peuvent
utiliser leurs connaissances pour contribuer à la création de liens entre les propriétés fondamentales partagées par les documents
analogiques et numériques. Ils peuvent travailler en collaboration avec les archivistes pour préserver ces caractéristiques pour la
postérité.
Manuscript received July 2011; revised manuscript received July 2014.

Introduction
When I started working as a conservator in the world of
archives, I was delighted with the range of records and stories.
But I was surprised at the rarity of discussion with or among
my archivist colleagues about records as material things, and
by the hierarchies implied by the relatively greater time and
resources given to “documentary art” versus that given to
textual records in processing, description and preservation.
I wondered why. If all archival holdings are acquired because
of their archival value, why should their media matter so
much? How and why was the meaning and scope of “records”
and of “preservation” so variable among archivists? And so I
slowly began trolling the archival literature for clues to these
differences, and for like-minded archivists whose ideas I could
tap into, in order to try to develop a more unified approach to
preservation management. This paper briefly considers
materiality in the context of Archival Value, Records and
Preservation and their interconnections from the perspective of
a conservator working in a large and quite decentralized
archives, and concludes with some thoughts on invigorating
archival preservation practice.1
Archival Value(s) in Records
The foundations of modern archival practice in the Englishspeaking world are rooted in the work of Sir Hilary Jenkinson
and of T.R. Schellenberg. In A Manual of Archive
Administration, first published in 1922, Jenkinson suggested
that records become “archives” after they cease to fulfill their
business purposes for their creator and are sent to archival
repositories because of their enduring value as evidence.2
Jenkinson claimed that the archivist’s most important duty is
to safeguard the essential qualities of records to prevent
“diminution in their evidential value.”3 For the most part,

archivists during this period accepted whatever records were
transferred to them.
In the 1930s to 1950s, in response to the masses of
government records created in the wake of the Depression and
the Second World War, T. R. Schellenberg codified new
approaches for managing records at the National Archives and
Records Service (NARS) in Washington in several books,
including Modern Archives: Principles and Techniques.4
Schellenberg asserted that archival records are those that have
secondary value – that is, longer lasting research value beyond
their primary business value for their creators. Within such
secondary values, archival records may have evidential value
(regarding the actions taken by their creator), and
informational value (regarding the people, places, and
activities which appear in the records), or both. These became,
and in many archives continue to be, the dominant criteria in
appraising archival value, that is, in identifying the roughly
3–5%5 of records which have enough value to be acquired.
In his chapter on “Preservation Practices,” Schellenberg
noted that modern archivists “must employ methods that will
preserve, either in their original or some other form, the
materials that are inherently perishable.”6 Since the archival
value of a record may endure longer than the format life (or
the useful life) of its material composition, it follows that the
life of some aspects of the record can be extended though
reproduction as part of another artifact, or “re-formatting.”7
Thus “information” in the archival sense can be reduced to
only those aspects of records which can be represented on
another medium or substrate.8 This separation has justified the
destruction of re-formatted source records on the basis that
they are redundant because their archival (information) value
has been transferred to a more permanent medium.
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Schellenberg also suggested that some records may “have
intrinsic values that justify their preservation in their original
form,”9 but he provided no guidance for assessment of
intrinsic value (sometimes called artifactual value). In 1982, a
NARS committee developed a list of nine “Qualities and
Characteristics of Records With Intrinsic Value” to identify
records to be retained in their original forms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Physical form that may be the subject for study…
Aesthetic or artistic quality
Unique or curious physical features
Age that provides a quality of uniqueness
Value for use in exhibits
Questionable authenticity, date, author, or other
characteristic…
General and substantial public interest because of direct
association with famous or historically significant
people, places, things, issues, or events
Significance as documentation of the establishment or
continuing legal basis of an agency or institution
Significance as documentation of the formulation of
policy at the highest executive levels…10

Brief descriptions to guide the intended interpretation of each
criterion are provided, but critical qualifiers such as
“aesthetic,” “curious” or “questionable” are not defined, no
methodology to quantify or contextualize these concepts is
suggested, nor is there an explanation of why any record could
not meet a criterion such as “value for use in exhibits.”11 The
assumption appears to be that records with intrinsic value
would only be considered by researchers as isolated
technological artifacts (or groups of artifacts) rather than
within the context of their creation and their use over time.
Intrinsic value does not itself appear to be intrinsic12 to the
records, but to be externally constructed in relation to a narrow
perception of potential uses.13
Several trends inspired major shifts in thinking about
records and their appraisal in the 1980s and 1990s. The
accumulating masses of records and the complexities of
preserving records created with short-lived materials or
retrieval technologies called for more efficient and effective
appraisal and preservation strategies. Other factors in these
shifts included a growing sense that archives should better
reflect social history,14 the development of specialized
professional training programs and related literature, and
increasing awareness of the potential implications of a
postmodern cultural environment. Archivists such as David
Bearman, and Canadians Hugh Taylor, Terry Cook, Joan
Schwartz and Tom Nesmith encouraged their peers to apply
historical research methodologies “not to the content of the
records, but to the records themselves and to the evidential
context which gave them birth.”15 In Germany, Hans Booms
laid the groundwork for the Canadian development of
macroappraisal theory and methodology.16 Instead of relying
on a personal sense of evidential or informational value, he
called for archivists to analyze the value of the records based
on their significance to society because:
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Records are the products of processes involving complex
interactions between creators of records (structures,
agencies, people), socio-historical trends and patterns
(functions, activities, programmes), and clients/
customers/citizens. All these elements constitute the
dynamic contextual milieu in which records are created.
The purpose of appraisal is to secure an appropriate
documentary reflection of this milieu. Records which
provide the best – the richest, most focused – evidence of
this milieu have archival value.17
In contrast to the limited scope of intrinsic value
discussed earlier, this contextualist perspective is aligned with
material culture theory, which assumes that “human-made
objects reflect, consciously or unconsciously, directly or
indirectly, the beliefs of the individuals who commissioned,
fabricated, purchased, or used them and, by extension, the
beliefs of the larger society to which these individuals
belonged.”18 Conservation principles are also aligned with
material culture theory. Conservators recognize that
materiality of archival records is anchored in the social
circumstances surrounding their physical creation and is
manifest in at least two ways: the physical “background” upon
which the written text or images appear, and the successive
interactions between records and their multiple users across
time. The materiality of records is, therefore, primary evidence
of the societies which created, preserved and used them.
The components in a First World War soldier’s military
wallet, illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 can serve as a small but
complex example to consider these approaches to thinking
about materiality and archival value. The wallet belonged to
Arthur Rufus Morrison, who was on active duty with the
Canadian Machine Gun Corps from April 1917 until his death
on September 29, 1918 during the Battle of the Canal du Nord.
The wallet contains a diary, pay book, photographs and mirror.
Applying the Schellenbergian criteria of informational,
evidential or intrinsic value to the wallet and its contents
highlights how this traditional archival appraisal approach
excludes the role and value of materiality. The written content
of Morrison’s diary and pay book provide some information
about, and evidence of, a particular soldier’s experience of
military operations during part of the First World War.
Nevertheless, this content would have to be compared to that
of other military diaries and pay books to judge their relative
evidential and informational value, as the scope of the
experiences he recorded may not provide sufficient
information for military researchers to be considered to have
archival value. Since the people represented in the
photographs are not clearly identified, their informational and
evidential value appears to be negligible. The mirror and the
wallet itself, carrying neither text nor images, might be
appraised as having no archival value at all. The wallet also
seems to have limited intrinsic value according to the NARS
criteria. The contents are typical of soldier’s wallets, and many
First World War soldier’s diaries, pay books and photographs
are found in archives around the world. The wallet and
contents might have value for exhibition (but no more or less
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value than any other archival record), and a
researcher might be interested in wallets or
mirrors or pay books or mass-produced
bindings as physical forms (but no more or
less than for any other records in the
archives). Many archivists might therefore
dispose of at least some of the components
of the wallet with little hesitation.
If the scope of the appraisal of
informational and evidential values were
broadened beyond the subject and creator to
their functional context, the role of the
materiality of these items could be evaluated
as a component of their archival value.
While the materiality of Morrison’s wallet
may act to reinforce or undermine the
information or evidence in the written text, it
also contributes additional evidence or
information about its own context of
creation. The assembled components offer
evidence of a First World War soldier’s
personal effects, of military recordkeeping,
and of the personal photograph-collecting
and diary-writing activities undertaken by
Morrison. The size, shape, colour, etc. of the
materials which make up these records, and
the presence or absence of certain pages,
smells and signs of wear, have been shaped
by social and technological processes and
interactions, and these records in turn shape
the user’s experience in handling them.
These materials and technologies are both
tangible evidence of the records’ societal
provenance and information about their
societal context. Information about the
wartime economy, technology and sociocultural behaviour might be obtained from
comparative analysis of the materials
present and the creation technologies
employed: for instance, the quality of paper
available
for
pay
books
provides
information about the military’s cost/benefit
choices regarding these records.

Figure 1. Wallet, opened to show how items fit inside. Archives of Manitoba, Norman
Matheson fonds P4352, file 2.

Figure 2. Wallet and all its contents. Archives of Manitoba, Norman Matheson fonds
P4352, file 2.

Archivists who take a more modern contextual approach
are more likely to be open to broader approaches to defining
records and appraising archival value. Conservators, with our
knowledge of materiality and of how it arises from the
functional context of creation, can help archivists recognize
this contribution to archival value.
Record-ness and Digital Records
Analogue records originate and persist in a single physical
form, and modifications to analogue records can be detected
though examination of changes to the media such as a visible
splice in an audio tape. Digital files can only manifest
themselves as representations assembled through the encoded
interactions of hardware, software and computer operating

systems. A screen view or printout from a digital file will not
show physical evidence of the changes that have been made to
it, so it is critical to ensure and to maintain the authenticity and
reliability of these records. The same binary code can
represent a wide variety of records formats such as databases,
architectural plans, films, photographs and personal
correspondence. The steady advance of digital record-making
and record-keeping has therefore accelerated the theoretical
shift away from subject-based and media-based analyses to
archival appraisal based on maintaining functional context.
To be relevant and effective in the postmodern and digital
age, Terry Cook proposes that archivists must make a
paradigm shift “away from viewing records as static physical
objects, and toward understanding them as dynamic virtual
J.ACCR, vol. 39, 2014, p. 3-16
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concepts.”19 The conception of a record, for instance, “changes
from being a physical object to becoming a conceptual data
‘object,’ controlled by metadata, that virtually combines
content, context, and structure to provide evidence of some
creator activity or function.”20 The ideas indicated in italics are
discussed below in relation to materiality in records. If Cook’s
reconceptualization of records is extended to consider all the
ways in which records fulfill their functions as socially
constructed communication agents, it should also include all
the visual, tactile and other sensory clues embedded in the
record. Therefore, a clear archival warrant exists for the
preservation of all aspects of records which provide evidence
of their functional context and of the dynamic ongoing
changes which they have experienced over time. (This
dovetails with conservators’ obligation to preserve “the
culturally significant qualities” of cultural property by
respecting the “original intention, usage, history and evidence
of provenance.”21) If a record is understood not as a random
and passive carrier of information but as material evidence of
functional context, then a record is inherently a conceptual
data object, whether virtual or material, digital or analogue.
A record differs from information, or data, because it is
a combination of its content, context and structure. While this
requirement was developed for identifying records in a digital
context, it could also be used to assess the “record-ness”
of analogue records both conceptually and in terms of their
materiality. Physically manifested content in a letter would
include all the material components present (e.g. paper, inks,
fasteners). Physically manifested structure is the way these
materials have been assembled (e.g. the printing of ink onto
the paper). Physically manifested context is the functions
and meanings which can be drawn from the physical condition
and interrelationships of the physical content and structure
(e.g. a pair of holes in the upper left-hand corner of a page
may suggest that something had been stapled to it in the past).
Because conservators necessarily work with tangible materials
related to cultural expression and recognize that the material
parts must be understood in relationship to the whole, they
may take for granted that this is also readily apparent to
archivists.
To ensure that intelligible and meaningful records can
persist beyond the obsolescence of software and hardware,
preservation strategies for digital records recognize that
records require both data (the information or content) and
metadata (documentation of the context and structure that
makes the information meaningful). Without metadata, the
data is without context and therefore incapable of providing
reliable evidence of who created the records, when, where,
how, in performing what functions or activities in connection
with what other records, and so on. Conservators might
categorize this separation of data and metadata as dissociation
– an agent of deterioration. Conservators will also recognize
the critical need for documentation to preserve context and
meaning, and that this is especially critical with ephemeral
cultural expression such as conceptual art, installations and
time-based art.22
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Metadata can be identified for any purpose, and different
sets of metadata can be customized to serve different purposes.
Where a high level of control is required, metadata sets will be
standardized. The most common types of metadata for digital
records are administrative, descriptive, preservation, technical
and use.23 Preservation metadata may include, for example,
descriptions of the physical condition of the records, of
“actions taken to preserve physical and digital versions of
[digital] resources, e.g., data refreshing and migration,” and of
changes made during the preservation actions,24 essentially a
digital equivalent of standard conservation examination and
documentation. While documentation of metadata related to
content, context and structure is a standard part of digital
preservation, there is less awareness among archivists that
materiality in analogue records can correspond to digital
metadata.
Figure 3 is a graphic representation of the physical
interrelationships (context) between the components of the
wallet, with the diary, pay book, photographs and mirror
(content) located within the pockets of the wallet. The tangible
items are data, and their mainly intangible interrelationships
within the wallet are the metadata considered here. If some
wallet components (data content), such as the mirror or the
wallet itself, were not retained, or if the components were
stored separately from one another, this metadata diagram
could still show those structural interrelationships and mitigate
the loss of the absent data. In the case of the pay book, loose
notes on scraps of paper have been tucked inside, so the pay
book location itself provides contextual metadata for those
papers. This figure shows very high level representations, and
higher levels of analysis could be applied to the structure and
composition of each item in this assemblage.
A reference model for an Open Archival Information
System (OAIS) has been developed for long term preservation
of space data systems, and OAIS informs most current
archival digital preservation practice.25 (OAIS defines
information to be “Any type of knowledge that can be
exchanged.”26) While most space data is digital, the model is
also intended to include preservation of non-digital objects
such as moon rocks.27 In OAIS, a Data Object cannot stand
alone, but must be combined with adequate Representation
Information (metadata) to be a complete and meaningful
Information Object.28 The model further breaks down the
potentially relevant kinds of metadata, including Structure
Information, Semantic Information, Representation Networks,
Content Information, Preservation Description Information
and Descriptive Information.29
An important feature of the OAIS model is that the
preserved units need to remain understandable to their
“designated community” of users, so archives must have a
clear understanding of the needs of its users and must define
the significant properties of the records that need to be
preserved.30 Significant properties are “the characteristics of
digital objects that must be preserved over time in order to
ensure the continued accessibility, usability, and meaning of
the objects, and their capacity to be accepted as evidence of
what they purport to record.”31 The notion of significant
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Photograph
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Printed or handwritten content

Mirror
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Printed content

Handwritten content
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Figure 3. Structural Relationships within Wallet: structural metadata.

properties or characteristics in digital records obviously
overlaps with the conservator’s obligation to preserve
“culturally significant qualities” and provides a common
reference for building mutual understanding.
The exact definitions of significant properties or
characteristics in digital records are relatively new and still
evolving as research continues. Archivematica is an opensource OAIS compliant system commonly used in the archival
community to ensure long-term accessibility to digital
records.32 It automatically identifies significant characteristics
of ten types of digital objects (e.g. audio, email, plain text,
websites),33 and the page for each object type cites the
guidance from key English language sources. The presentation
type listed that is closest to the diary in Arthur Morrison’s
wallet is for word processing files since they are mainly
formatted text. The page for word processing files indicates
that the National Archives of Australia has proposed that
“essential characteristics of a word processing document may
include the textual content; formatting such as bolded text,
font type and size; layout; bulleting; colour and embedded
graphics.”34 Table I shows how this list of significant

characteristics for word processing files could be adapted and
applied to the diary.
This analysis may increase awareness that a transcription
of the handwritten text is not sufficient for understanding it,
that visual images of the pages will provide additional
evidence, and that a scale ruler and colour checker will be
important to include in any visual representation of the diary.
But this list of characteristics was not developed for bound
analogue records and is clearly limited. There is no place to
describe the size, or the three dimensional construction of the
binding (which integrates a sheath for the indelible pencil), or
the physical components such as the bookcloth, textblock
papers or edge colouring – likely because these are not present
in in the same ways in digital records. An early paper on
significant properties of digital objects – those that “affect
their quality, functionality, and look-and-feel”35 – looked to
guidelines developed for digitization and reformatting
projects, and to standards for legal admissibility, to develop an
inventory of potentially significant properties. These included
paper composition, typographical methods, binding techniques
and annotations.36
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Figure 4. Arthur Morrison’s diary, closed (left) and open to last entries (right). Archives of Manitoba, Norman Matheson fonds P4352, file 2.

Table I. Significant Characteristics of Morrison’s Diary.
Analogue Adapted
Characteristics

Diary Examples

Textual content

Machine printed and manuscript
text and other marks

Black, red, yellow, green and blue machine printing inks.
Manuscript entries in indelible pencil (Figure 4 right).

Formatting such as
bolded text, font
type and size

What content is machine printed or
manuscript
Rendering media (e.g. printing ink,
copy pencil, graphite)

Title “The Soldiers Own Diary” relief printed on the cover in silver-coloured
ink (Figure 4 left).37
Four-colour printed maps on pastedowns and endleaves.
Sixty-four pages of black printed text in variety of serif and sans-serif and
gothic fonts, titles bolded. Text size is 1.5 mm high or less. About one
hundred pages of dated diary pages with entries in handwriting for 5 pages of
memoranda, then diary entries for 13 March to 26 September 1918.
Handwriting relatively uniform except for colour variations (Figure 4 right).
Text underlining: 27 April and 1 September entries.
Text strikethrough: 21 April and 18 September entries.

Characteristics

How the text is emphasized or
de-emphasized though size or
emphatic markings
(e.g. underlining, asterisks,
crossing out or erasures)

Layout

Distribution of text, images and
related markings in relation to
page

The pages for the diary contents are divided in 2.3 x 6 cm dated sections.
Entries generally 3–5 lines of 2–3 mm high handwriting, tightly spaced
(Figure 4 right).
Printed illustrations on many pages (Figure 4 right).

Bulleting

Visual devices signifying a list,
so captured in Layout

See above.

Colour

Colour

Purple dye of indelible pencil (Figure 4 right) is activated in wet
environment and colour varies from dull grey fine lines to diffuse dark purple
lines within an entry depending on wetness of pencil or paper. Purple text
often corresponds with mentions of rain or fog in the text.

Embedded
graphics

Distribution of text, images and
related markings in relation to
page, so captured in Layout

See above.
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It is notable that digital preservation practice has not
carried forward Schellenberg’s notion of informational value,
and that the examples of preservation metadata and the lists of
significant characteristics have little relation to the “Qualities
and Characteristics of Records With Intrinsic Value” listed at
the beginning of this paper (which assumed that changes in
format usually do not affect archival value because they do not
affect the information content). In the digital preservation
context, information content, or data, alone is not sufficient to
preserve record-ness but requires identification of all the
characteristics, or metadata, that may affect evidential value
for users. The scope of significant characteristics is
substantially larger and more like a conservator’s examination
and condition report prior to development of a treatment
proposal.

Preservation of … what?

Most of the foundational work in digital preservation has
been driven by government and business needs, with
university-based research groups devising and refining
preservation strategies. Technologically-advanced user groups
are also driving innovations in preserving access to the
characteristics or experiences that they feel are significant.
Gamers seeking the look-and-feel of early computer games
developed emulation programs to simulate the experience of
obsolete software and hardware on modern platforms.
Humanities scholars such as Sherry Turkle, who has examined
people’s relationships with material objects as well as digital
technologies,38 and Matthew Kirschenbaum, who has
published a number of works on digital materiality and digital
forensics,39 are normalizing academic attention to all forms of
communication. One prominent archives project uses a
dedicated modern workstation to replicate several computers
owned by author Salman Rushdie, and allows users to access
not only all the versions of his manuscripts and the software
used for those manuscripts, but also email and correspondence
– anything created in that work environment.40 Documenting,
much less simulating, a records creation environment is still a
rare approach in archives, and this sensitive presentation is an
important precedent.

All archives carry out actions intended to preserve the
records in their care, but there are over 800 archival
institutions in Canada45 and only about sixteen have
professionally trained conservators on staff. The majority
therefore rely on guidance from peers, manuals, workshops
and occasional visits from conservators working for larger
organizations, so it can take considerable time for new ideas
and strategies to trickle out and become widespread practice.

Digital forensics is an area that particularly appears to be
catching on, with the Society of American Archivists (SAA)
offering a certified course on the topic,41 even though the term
does not yet appear in their 2005 Glossary of Archival and
Records Terminology.42 The practice of digital forensics
originated in the recovery of data from computers used in
crime for use as evidence in court. In the archival context the
tools are intended to protect the evidential value of digital
records by protecting their provenance and their essential
characteristics. “[D]igital forensics forces its practitioners to
confront precisely the dual identity of digital data both as an
abstract, symbolic entity and as material marks or traces
indelibly inscribed in a medium.”43 This approach asserts the
importance of materiality in records as evidence of their
contexts of creation and their ongoing integrity. Again,
conservators are trained in forensic observation and analysis of
cultural property and can bring these skills to analogue records
to aid in understanding the physical composition of records
and how they have changed through time, as well as the
potential meanings of this evidence.

This paper has considered what gives archival records their
archival value44– that is, their culturally significant qualities –
and how modern concepts of archival value have evolved to be
applicable to both analogue and digital records. One could
expect that all archives have the preservation of this archival
value as a primary goal and for preservation activities to be
directly related to this goal. The previous section discussed the
theory and practice related to this goal in the effective
preservation of digital records. However, in archival
preservation theory and practice for analogue records, neither
preservation goals, nor the relationship between preservation
goals and activities, is always clear. This section considers
some of the reasons for this disparity.

Terminology can play a considerable role in shaping our
understandings. Archivists working with mainly analogue
records generally see “conservation” as treatment, or
intervention, and “preservation” as a more inclusive term
focused on activities for “protecting materials by minimizing
chemical and physical deterioration and damage to minimize
the loss of information and to extend the life of cultural
property.”46 (The SAA has not yet integrated digital
preservation into its Glossary, or integrated digital media into
its preservation definition, which is an indicator of how
rapidly the field is changing.) This terminological difference
can complicate preservation of materiality in archival records
because information is singled out for protection, while
evidence of functional context is notably absent. In the case of
the diary from the wallet, the binding of the diary provides no
information (in the archival sense of the word) beyond the
title. Since the title is repeated on the title page, a protective
enclosure for the diary might be seen as redundant since the
covers are already protecting the text inside. Conservators
see preservation as a sub-category of conservation, which
also includes documentation, preventive conservation and
treatment, in order to “study, record, retain and restore the
culturally significant qualities of the cultural property as
embodied in its physical and chemical nature, with the least
possible intervention.”47 Like archivists working with digital
records, conservators would consider that the binding might
also have significant qualities, such as colour and
discolourations, that provide context for understanding the text
within. When archivists perceive conservation to be treatment,
they do not think to consult conservators or conservation
resources for collections preservation advice. Conservation
and preservation, however, are also used interchangeably or
even contradictorily.48
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All archives do processing – the preparation of collections
for storage and access – and this work is considered to be a
preservation activity. In the 2005 paper introducing their
“More Product, Less Process” approach to reducing
unprocessed backlogs of records in archives, Mark A. Greene
and Dennis Meissner looked at processing, arrangement and
description practices in archives. Within this context they
reviewed archival preservation and processing literature and
conducted surveys to determine what physical preparation
work was being done by archives to prepare records for
storage and use.49 The majority of the archives responding to
this survey were too small to have conservators on staff, so
they would be working without direct guidance from
conservators. Greene and Meissner identified that the literature
directs archives staff to carry out such item-level activities as
removing metal fasteners (i.e. staples, paper clips), replacing
acidic or brittle material with photocopies, and interleaving or
isolating acidic or coloured material in acid-free paper folders
or clear plastic sleeves.50 These procedures have been
developed to mitigate the risk of or damage from rust, planar
deformations, discoloration and embrittlement, and to prevent
further damage through handling. Greene and Meissner
confirmed that at least one of these activities is carried out
routinely by at least 58 per cent and as many as 88 per cent of
the archival repositories surveyed.51 The authors contend that
much of this work is unnecessary and they conclude that such
item-level work should only be justified for exceptional
cases.52
A more archivally-compelling reason for rethinking these
routine interventions is that they are usually done without
regard for the significance of what may be lost; preservation of
the parts may compromise the preservation of the whole.
Some archivists have expressed concern to what is lost in the
course of such “preservation” activities. Regarding the routine
disbinding of photograph albums in the name of preservation,
archivist Joan Schwartz writes: “In the process, evidential
value embedded in the physical structure of the album, its
sequence of pages, the placement of images, the juxtaposition
of words and images, and the larger documentary universe of
which it is a part is sacrificed in a misguided effort to ensure
the long-term physical stability of individual photographs.
Both the meaning of the album, not simply as a housing for
the images, but as a document in its own right, as well as the
information it was compiled to communicate, are lost.”53 This
highlights the need for clear relationships between archival
value, preservation goals and preservation strategies for
analogue records.
At issue is not the theoretical risks to records but that such
interventions are considered routine rather than strategic. For
instance, if the function and significance of fasteners is not
considered and documented, metadata, and therefore archival
value, may be lost. Metal fasteners are usually used by records
creators to create and maintain physical relationships between
pages of a document. The age and design of the fastener may
provide evidence of when the document was assembled.
Planar deformations and rust associated with the fasteners are
evidence that the original order has not been disturbed, and is
evidence of the storage history of the record if the rust
J.CAC, vol. 39, 2014, pp. 3-16

occurred prior to the transfer to archival custody. Therefore
phenomena that are often perceived as damage may actually
add archival value to a record.54 An institution whose
preservation goals include the preservation of archival records
as contextual evidence might actively, if inadvertently, be
destroying some of their evidential value through such routine
(and largely undocumented) changes to physical structures and
interrelationships. A more strategic approach would consider
the condition of the fastener, the storage environment, and the
chemical stability and condition of the paper, as additional
factors in the decision regarding whether the fasteners should
be removed, as well as the appropriate level of documentation.
Because the majority of archival preservation
methodology and publications originate in the United States, it
is not surprising that they reflect the Schellenbergian tradition.
The Association of Canadian Archivists has not developed its
own glossary, and the English language preservation literature
continues to focus almost exclusively on methodology to
preserve information as written, image and aural content, in
keeping with Schellenbergian theory. But relatively recent
publications from dominant archival institutions or
organizations in Australia, South Africa and Canada
– countries where at least some more strongly contextual
approaches have been adopted – also have not reflected
substantial shifts in thinking about preservation practices.55
Even the Glossary entries for “Preservation” and
“Reformatting” in the CAC and CPAC’s Code of Ethics and
Guidance for Practice refer to “material valued exclusively for
its information content,” implying archival records; although,
by definition, information alone is not a record, and therefore
it would not have archival value.56
The contextualist perspective is absent from analogue
preservation practice, which does not question what is to be
preserved and why – and therefore it does not make direct
connections to the theoretical basis for archival appraisal
decisions.57 The 2003 edition of the Canadian Council of
Archives’ Basic Conservation of Archival Materials: A
Guide58 and the 2010 edition of Preserving Archives and
Manuscripts,59 start with good advice regarding surveying and
general preservation management, but the sections on caring
for different media remains focused on such item-level
interventions. Advice regarding removal of fasters and folders
does not include consideration of whether these may, in fact,
be considered an integral part of the records and require
preservation as well. Neither book references appraisal theory
and practice in the sections on policy development, or deals
with digital records preservation.
In the case of Arthur Morrison’s wallet, the records see
very little use, they appear to be in stable condition, and are in
a good storage environment, so they are stored intact in the
wallet, which has a polyethylene foam enclosure to protect the
leather exterior. When the wallet is brought out for research
use, the items most vulnerable to abrasion – the photographs –
are removed from their pocket in the wallet by staff, but
otherwise a researcher may unpack the wallet in whatever
sequence they wish. An archives following the standard
processing procedures would separate the various components
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– the metal mirror, the leather wallet and mirror sheath, the
bound diary and paybook, the loose pages from the paybook,
and the photographs – and house them in separate enclosures
to avoid further abrasion or negative chemical changes from
contact with the leather components. The thirty-four
photographs might be housed in several multi-pocket polyester
sleeves, in groupings based on their size, or thematically; they
have no logical order so one will be imposed through this
process and then preserved, since researchers are not usually
allowed to remove photographs from their sleeves. A
researcher’s access to, and experience of, the evidence in the
records will be very different, much less tactile, but the
physical actions of revealing and arranging the components of
Morrison wallet may be as important as their textual and
image content in understanding the role the records played for
Morrison and for his family and the ongoing value of these
records to society.60
Until very recently, archival literature and practice has
treated the preservation of digital records as fundamentally
different from the preservation of older forms of archival
records, but the obvious physical differences may mask the
conceptual similarities between the many forms and functions
of records. In the last few years, however, professors at the
Simmons College Graduate School of Library and Information
Science appear to be leading a shift away from the separation
of analogue and digital preservation. In a 2010 chapter on
“Preserving Records of Enduring Value,” Michèle Cloonan is
pointedly inclusive in defining the scope of her terms to
include both digital and analogue records, and collection care
as well as item-level interventions, and even cross-references
historic preservation literature.61 In 2013, Ross Harvey and
Martha Mahard discuss hybrid collections of digital and
analogue materials, and the skills needed for those working in
this new preservation environment, observing that in libraries
where digital preservation is practiced “distinctions between
digital and analogue records and how they are managed is
breaking down.”62 These authors highlight convergence, and
are more active in library work than archives, but they still
follow the Schellenbergian tradition of insisting on the
separation of the physical “object” or “artifact” and the
information that it carries, privileging text/image content over
physically manifested context and structure – privileging data
over metadata. In her brief article “Is There Such a Thing as
Digital Preservation?” Leslie Johnston, who has managed
digital collections in libraries and museums, contends that
analogue and digital preservation are a “single continuum of
practice,” and that “at the core, the [preservation] skill set is
one of being able to identify risks, analyze collections for
risks, make decisions about needed preservation actions and
take them.”63
Moving Forward
This paper has looked at the evolving conceptions of archival
value, and how digital preservation needs are increasingly
leading shifts in understanding the significant properties of
records. It has proposed that the materiality in analogue
records is akin to metadata for digital records, and that it is
integral to the record-ness of analogue records. These newer

ways of looking at records offer opportunities to invigorate
analogue archival preservation practice, especially in
institutions with conservators on staff. As more archivists and
conservators are trained in managing digital as well as
analogue collections, digital theory and practice will
increasingly inform analogue practice. Current archival
preservation practices for analogue records are not always
effective in preserving the archival value of records in all
forms, and some routine archival practices appear to ignore the
relationship between materiality and archival value, and may
even obstruct, diminish, or destroy the characteristics meant to
define archival value today. If the goal was still merely the
preservation of information content in paper-based records,
then the written and image content of individual items could
be said to be preserved. But if context and structure are as
important as content, and if metadata is as important as data,
then archival preservation practices are clearly not effective
for preserving these very aspects of records which contribute
so significantly to their archival value. For archival
preservation outcomes to effectively align with archival
preservation goals, all archival practices should follow from
the same theoretical foundation.
Archival preservation practice is not very effective at
preserving the maximum evidential value of records because
most archivists have not actively considered materiality as a
significant property of records, or as metadata. The training
and experience of most archivists will not deal with
materiality as inherently part of evidence or information, as
content, context and structure, as data and metadata, to be
actively considered in appraisal and description and in
subsequent decisions which may affect this contribution to
archival value. To ensure their preservation, these
characteristics need to be recognized and actively managed to
maintain the archival value of both digital and analogue
records. Identification of significant properties in digital
records was intended to “provide an empirical foundation for
making collection-management decisions where choices of
preservation strategies may eliminate or alter some of the
properties of original objects.”64 Properties that are not
recognized and managed risk being lost. Conservators have
highly developed sensitivity to the contextual significance of
the material composition, condition, and signs of use and care
in cultural property, so we are well equipped to increase
forensic awareness of this material evidence to our archivist
colleagues. Conservators working in archives might find it
useful to re-frame work they do with analogue records to
highlight “forensic” examination, and identification and
documentation of “significant properties” related to the
evidential value of records in discussion with archivists.
The critical connection between archival appraisal,
documentation and preservation is clear for digital records,
and can serve as a starting point for developing preservation
goals and strategies directly related to archival value for all
media. Effective physical preservation strategies require
understanding the component materials and the mechanisms of
their deterioration, regardless of a record’s content. For
instance, a portrait sketch, a technical plan, a court record, and
a grocery list could all be rendered in the same iron gall ink
J.ACCR, vol. 39, 2014, p. 3-16
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formulation on the paper from the same ream, so the essential
requirements for their long-term preservation will be the same.
Digital records management follows common essential
requirements and principles and could be a model to help
archives get away from managing analogue collections by
their documentary form, such as text, photographs or
documentary art, rather than by their physical needs, such as
chemical stability and physical stability.

conservator colleagues – at personal, institutional and
professional levels – to hear what is valued now and to
communicate the scope of what we can offer toward the
preservation of what is valued. We need to communicate
effectively what we have to offer: what we do and why, and
how our perspective is valuable to understanding records as
records, and to preserving the archival value of records in all
formats – both analogue and digital.

Methodologies cited as best practices in mainstream
archival preservation literature are generally directed at
archives without conservators on staff and may oversimplify
preservation issues by focusing on managing the longevity of
material components of records, and therefore put archival
value related to interrelationships and presentations at risk of
loss. Archival preservation practice must, therefore, move
beyond passively following generic “best practices” for
longevity, especially when these practices could potentially
compromise context, and, by extension, archival value.65 An
approach based on risk assessment is valuable for developing
customized strategies for managing the inevitable changes to
the ever-increasing volumes of increasingly complex holdings
and allocating resources where they will have the greatest
benefits for the preservation of archival value.66 Strategies for
managing the identified risks must be integrated throughout all
archival functions, for instance, by using documentation to
preserve material metadata for reformatted records and to
provide context for further decision making, especially where
there are multiple risks to be considered simultaneously. For
instance, minimum intervention could be the standard level for
processing large volumes of records, with a triage process to
identify those with specific risks that might require higher
levels of intervention. Archives with conservators on staff can
take a leadership role in this area within the larger archival
community. With our common training in preventive
conservation and our professional networks, conservators are
already connected to the larger heritage preservation universe
and can tap into strategies for addressing similar issues in
other kinds of memory institutions.
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